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Thank you for choosing Acustica Audio’s Am-
ber3 plug-in suite, the newest VST, AAX, and 
AU plugin bundle based on our Core13 tech-
nology. Amber3 is one of a growing number in 
the upgraded Acqua Effect plug-ins product 
line.

Acustica Audio has been working over the 
years on high-quality analog hardware device 
software modeling with incredible results.

We can definitely say that our audio render-
ing engine, Acqua, embodies state of the art 
of sample-based products and has set a new 
quality standard in the professional audio plug-
in market.

Thanks to the continuous evolution of our Core, 
we are very happy to offer you a fresh and up-
dated version of our already appreciated Am-
ber, one of the best and complete high-quality 
professional plugin suites in your audio work-
station. 

So welcome to the Amber3 suite an absolute-
ly unique bundle with a natural and musical 
sound, a perfect choice for your mixes!

1. Introduction
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1. Amber3 EQ
(Equalizer standalone module)
A Pure Class A music equalizer, designed to 
deliver sonic excellence. it could  be ranked as 
one of the the most powerful, low-noise para-
metric Eqs available in the digital domain.

Amber3 is a Acqua plugin suite that includes:

2. Amber3 Stereo EQ
(Stereo Equalizer standalone module)
A Pure, 100% discrete Class A Stereo equalizer, 
characterized by an ultraistic design optimizing 
absolute signal integrity. It can be considered 
one of the most musically transparent analog 
EQs in the Acqua Effects plugin domain.

3. Amber3 Comp
(Compressor standalone module)
A Pure Class A opto-compressor, a very trans-
parent, dynamic processor emulation designed 
to optimize absolute signal integrity and musi-
cal performance.

4. Amber3 Pre
(Preamps standalone module)
Fully discrete Pure Class A microphone pream-
plifier standalone plugin.

5. Amber3 Channelstrip
One of the most complete and versatile chan-
nel strips by Acustica that includes all the pre-
vious cited standalone plugins. Amber3 Chan-
nel-strip is the perfect solution for mastering 
and mixing studios;

2. Package Contents
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During the modeling process we used the 
best converters and cables on the market, we 
measured the unit in excellent conditions, and 
employed skilled experts in the sampling pro-
cess using our self-developed sampling appli-
cation.
Now you have one of the best high-quality pro-
fessional audio software in your audio work-
station. We spend countless hours developing 
these no-compromise plug-ins to give you only 
the best sound and the feel that is as close to 
the real hardware as can be imagined.

We are confident that this plug-in will help 
you make more professional mixes… Because: 
Sound First!

Each plug-in included in the Amber3 suite 
comes in a “Standard version” or an alter-
native “ZL*” version which operates at *zero 
latency and is thus suitable for use when track-
ing, at the cost of extra processing resources.
(For details about ZL version refer to Chapter 6)
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Acustica Audio is a leading company specializ-
ing in analog hardware virtualization. 

Since the birth of Nebula in the summer of 
2005, there has been an active collaboration 
between forward thinking developers, beta 
testers, audio engineers and equipment sam-
plers from around the world. 

The research and development has progressed 
through many stages and employs many inno-
vative processes and technologies as yet un-
heard of in other products or devices.

Our technology provides seamless real-time 
emulations of pre-amplifiers, equalizers, com-
pressors, reverbs, multi-effects, stomp-boxes, 
cabinets, microphones and tape emulations, 
on Intel based machines, both for Windows 
and OSX. The Acustica Acqua Engine is a 
combination of multiple advanced technical 
processes that are unique to Acustica Audio. 
Effects devices can be successfully sampled 
without further editing or adjustment, and then 
immediately processed and reproduced via the 
same engine, where the sampled data is stored 
and available for recalling, loading, saving, and 
advanced editing when desired. The quality of 
reproduction of sampled sources is nearly in-
distinguishable from the originals. The follow-
ing techniques are merged into a single model. 
 
Nonlinear convolution: The Volterra theorem 
is applied as a complete re-thinking, replace-
ment, and generalized substitution of the con-
volution algorithm that is commonly used in 
audio applications. Accurate sampling, pro-
cessing, and reproduction of up to 9 harmonics 
is possible with our proprietary technology.

The company’s goal is to provide the most au-
thentic reproduction of sampled vintage gear 
and other high-end hardware devices, using 
the revolutionary technology Vectorial Volterra 
Kernels Technology (V.V.K.T.) without the nega-
tive artifacts created by the current convolution 
technology.

After many years of fruitful labor, this creative 
forward thinking group has evolved into a team 
of experts in knowing what it takes to serve the 
“best of both worlds” (digital & analog). 
Acustica… Audio Renaissance

Nonlinear convolution, dynamic Volterra series, 
and time-varying models are just some of the 
state-of-the-art features that the Core Acqua 
Engine offers. The Core Acqua Engine comes 
complete with all of its internal tools, and also 
includes the N.A.T. sampling system, a stand-
alone application shipped with most of Acusti-
ca Audio’s products using different configura-
tions. Support is provided directly from the R&D 
Team that is continuously developing the en-
gine. Workshops and project-specific learning 
sessions can be organized for your team. The 
Core Acqua Engine is available with a diverse 
stand-alone library, ready for inclusion in 3rd 
party products. 

Vectorial Volterra Kernels Technology (V.V.K.T.): 
Volterra kernels are stored in tree data struc-
tures (managing up to 100,000 elements in 
real-time using a CPU Pentium IV 3 GHz). The 
Acqua Engine is capable of implementing a list 
of modules commonly used in audio synthe-
sizers (LFO, envelope followers, dynamic mod-
ules, FUNS). Multiple combinations of these 
processes may be applied to control sources 
and destinations.

3. Acustica Audio

4. Technology
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Time Varying Models (T.M.V.): A collection of 
kernels collect data using an advanced sam-
pling technique, creating a multi-dimensional 
snapshot of a nonlinear/time-varying system.

Amber3 is based on our Core 13 engine:

• NEW: Our new Core 13 engine improves on 
the previous versions by introducing our new 
VLA™ technology (Vector Loading Accel-
eration), which makes the response of the pl-
ugin much faster;

• Upgraded SASM (Symmetric & Asymmet-
ric Saturation Modeling). A high-perfor-
mance saturation algorithm;

• Introduction of  new post-production sam-
ple de-noising tech for cleaner deconvolved 
impulses called STT (Super transient tech-
nology);

• Full compatibility with Client/Server architec-
ture integrated by default in Acqua plugins;

• Engine optimization introducing a new highly 
efficient algorithm. This innovative technique 
is applied to all the deconvolved impulses for 
further de-noise processing and subsequent 
elimination of any incorrect low-level behavior 
(including the so-called “echo bug”).

Core 13 allows performance improvements for 
each plug-in of the Acqua Effects series, while 
at the same time preserving all the features al-
ready supported in previous CORE upgrades.

Multiple recordings are interpolated in order to 
mimic the time evolution and response to ex-
ternal variables such as user parameters and 
input/output assessments (e.g. time-varying 
cyclic effect processors, stomp-boxes, digital 
multi-effect units).

More info about our technology at the following link:
http://www.acustica-audio.com/pages/engine

5. Core 13
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Acustica Audio’s plug-ins come in two versions: 
ZL (zero latency) and normal (none ZL). While 
the ZL version does not introduce any latency 
to your system, the standard version does. This 
buffer varies in size for each plug-in and helps 
to reduce significantly the CPU and system 
load of your computer. For this reason we rec-
ommend that you to use a ZL instance during 
tracking. Keep in mind that anything that can 
reduce the CPU load on your system should 
be considered. For example the track count 
of your session and the number of plug-in in-
stances used, sample rate, etc. You could also 
consider the use of direct monitoring or double 
the buffer/hybrid audio engine in your host if it 
is available.

We are using the term “ EARLY ACCESS” (EX: 
“Amber3 (Early Access)”) to define the intro-
ductory price of the product. It’s a “Public Beta” 
Preview. 

In other words, we provide to the customers a 
COMMERCIAL VERSION/ TRIAL VERSION that 
could be improved and bug fixed within this 
period.

Basically both plug-in instances are identical 
but the current Acqua engine can work with a 
long audio buffer or without any audio buffer. 
The instance without audio buffers, or “ZL”, 
or zero latency, do not have any audio buffer 
pre-loaded, and will process the audio without 
any delay, so at the same time the CPU load will 
be higher compared with the standard non ZL 
instance. 
The idea behind a ZL instance is to give users 
the option to run Acqua Effect products with 
minimal latency, useful for direct monitoring for 
example.

NOTE:
Amber3 (COMMERCIAL VERSION) 
and  Amber3-Trial  (TRIAL VERSION) 
are not compatible.
 
RECOMMENDATION: Amber3 (Trial) 
is a time-limited, fully functional ver-
sion of this product (Amber 3); it will 
expire 30 days after installation. We 
recommend you to carefully test our 
Amber3-trial before purchase Com-
mercial version.

6. What is a ZL instance for?

7. Disclaimer
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In order to maximize performance and usability 
of Amber3 on your computer, we suggest you 
follow some precautionary rules that will help 
you save precious CPU cycles. 

- First of all, set your buffer size setting as large 
as possible. For instance, there is generally 
no specific reason for using a low buffer size 
setting during mixing or mastering sessions. 
Increasing buffer sizes (hence also latency) 
highly decreases required CPU power. 

- You should also consider using only the nec-
essary features. 
We do not ensure the complete absence of 
bugs or the perfect operation of the product. 
Before purchasing, we suggest you download 
the Trial version to verify the behavior of the 
plug-in with your system. 

Trial products are fully-functional versions of 
the relative commercial plug-in. The trial period 
expires 30 days after activation.
 
We do not take any responsibility for misuse 
of the product, or collateral problems derived 
from it. 
Normally the Early Access period ends within 
30 days from the publication on the product 
page but this period may vary at our discretion. 

This manual includes a description of the prod-
uct but gives no guarantee as for specific char-
acteristics or successful results. The design of 
our products is under continuous development 
and improvement. 

Technical specification are subject to change.

8. Performance Caution
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Below is a rather concise but complete expla-
nation of the main formats supported for our 
Acqua plugins.

VST is the most known interface type for effects 
and instruments. As of today VST has evolved 
into its 3rd version and is commonly referred to 
as VST3.

Apple’s proprietary audio technology, part of 
the Core Audio provided by Mac OS X. It is part 
of the operating system so it provides low la-
tency and system-level support for the inter-
face.

Format

VST

AU

AAX

Software

Ableton, Cubase, Digital Performer, FL Studio, Studio One, Reaper, Nuendo

FIG 1 Plugin-format table 

NOTE: Please note that the table contents may be subject to change.    

Logic Pro, Ableton Live, Studio One, Digital Performer

Pro Tools 12 and later

These plugin formats are a result of efforts in 
the audio software industry to create Standards 
that utilise the capabilities of either DAWs (Dig-
ital Audio Workstations) – the host platforms for 
plugins run on PC (Windows-based platform) 
and/or Mac (OSX-based platform).

VST is the most widely implemented format in 
the industry and is supported by DAWs such as 
Ableton®, Cubase®, Sonar® and more.

Most DAWs developed for Mac OS X support 
the Audio Units interface due to its stability and 
system-level solutions (which also means fast-
er processing). 

9. Plug-in Formats Explained
(VST, AU, AAX)

9.1 Plugin Formats

9.1.1 VST (Virtual Studio Technology)

9.1.2 AU (Audio Units)
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AAX is a unified plugin format which comes in 
2 variations: AAX DSP, AAX Native. AAX was 
introduced as Avid created a 64-bit version of 
Pro Tools ®, and this meant that a plugin format 
with 64-bit processing was required.

With AAX, you can share sessions between 
DSP-accelerated Pro Tools systems and na-
tive-based Pro Tools systems and continue us-
ing the same plug-ins.

9.1.3 AAX (Avid Audio eXtension)

NOTES:
A proper clarification, some DAWs like 
those proposed in the previous table 
(Fig 1) support multiple formats. Ex-
ample: OSX  - AU (Audio Units) pl-
ugins can also be used on Ableton® 
Live, Reaper® and Digital Performer®.

-In the case of using the VST and AU 
format for our products, on the same 
DAW, we recommend opting for the 
VST format, also if you have the possi-
bility to choose between the VST2 and 
VST3 formats we recommend VST3.

- we also recommend to all customers 
to pay particular attention to product  
installation in particular the  choice 
of the correct plugin format. For fur-
ther information, please consult the 
Aquarius user’s manual available at 
the following link: http://www.acusti-
ca-audio.com/pages/aquarius
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RECOMMENDATION: We recom-
mend to our users to constantly spend 
time on proper hardware maintenance, 
trying to have the proper symmetry 
between hardware, operating system, 
DAW and plugin.  Below the system 
requirement table of Amber3; We do 
not guarantee correct functioning and 
compatibility for any DAW, Operating 
System not specifically mentioned in 
the following table.

Amber3 is one of a growing number in the Ac-
qua Effects plug-in product line. Acustica Au-
dio has been working on high-quality analog 
hardware device software modeling for over 
eight years. The audio rendering engine, Ac-
qua, embodies state of the art, sample-based 
products, and has set a new quality standard in 
the professional audio plug-in market.
Acustica Audio, in a move that is bold even for a 
cutting-edge company like us, sampled some-
thing remarkable and we are now bringing it to 
you in the form of a groundbreaking and ex-
ceptional sounding Acqua plug-in.
Of the current software plug-ins available on 
the market, none are based on sampling, and 
none come close to the sound of Amber3. Am-
ber3 is based on our upgraded technology that 
uses a new, extremely fast engine.
During the modeling process we used the best 
converters and cables in existence, we meas-
ured the units in excellent conditions, and em-
ployed skilled experts in the sampling process 
using our self-developed sampling application.

Now you have one of the best, high-quality 
professional audio software in your audio work-
station. We spent countless hours developing 
these no-compromise plug-ins to give you only 
the best sound and feel that is as close to the 
real hardware as can be imagined. We are con-
fident that this plug-in will help you make more 
professional mixes.

NOTE: How to get support before opening a help-desk ticket with our agent. 
Before opening a new help-desk case, please consider first checking our knowledge base solu-
tions in our website support area, since most of your questions may have already been answered 
and are available online to everyone here.
http://www.acustica-audio.com/pages/theknowledgebase

10. System Requirements
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The sampling process has been performed by 
Acustica. The units were sampled with master-
ing quality converters, using a method which 
takes considerably more time than the normal 
sampling standard.

This method is of benefit to the entire audio 
spectrum.

Below we immerse ourselves into the explana-
tion of Amber3 suite, we get into the details of 
each standalone plugin to facilitate the under-
standing of each of the controls included in this 
new Acqua Effect Plugin bundle.

Two sample rates are provided with Amber3; 
the native sample frequency was 96kHz. The 
44.1kHz frequency was derived from the native 
one by a down-sampling and up-sampling pro-
cess. This method avoids any negative sample 
rate conversion (SRC) artifacts when matching 
projects with different sample rates and also 
helps with project loading times.

Unless expressly indicated each control will be 
available also in the Amber3 channel-strip ver-
sion.

11. Sampling Process

12. Operation
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Amber3 Eq is available as two different ver-
sions: MONO and STEREO. 
Both versions are characterized by the same 
controls;  Amber Eq Stereo version is equipped 
by some additional controls that have been in-
troduced to facilitate your workflow. For details 
please refer to Chapter 13.

From this point on we will refer to the Amber3 Eq 
without specifying, the MONO or STEREO ver-
sions being equipped with the same features. 
We will specify any version if need be in case of 
discrepancies between controls present in one 
version and not in the other.

Amber 3 Eq sounds natural and musical and 
hopefully it sounds better and sweeter than
many other equalizers. The main features that 
make Amber3 Eq unique are its: dual passive 
and active
design, very low noise and distortion, full para-
metric equalizer features in low-mid and high-
mid bands.
• You may find huge boost or cut gains over-
lapping bands.
• The passive high and low bands offer a wide 
range of “musical” frequencies.
• Combining bands you can create shelf and 
peak curves with inverted resonance.

12.1 Amber3 EQ (MONO/STEREO) - In Use



12.1.1 Low Band

12.1.2 Low Mid Band

Low Band Peak-Shelf fixed at 150 Hz with approx ±26 dB of adjustable gain (Shelving mode)
and  an approx ±21 of adjustable gain (Peak mode).

Mid-Low Band Bell at 240 Hz with approx ±16dB of adjustable gain.

15



12.1.3 High Mid Band

12.1.4 High Band

Mid-High Band Bell at 1k1 Hz with approx ±16dB of adjustable gain.

High Band Peak-Shelf at 10k Hz with approx ±24 dB of adjustable gain (Shelving mode)
and  an approx ±16 of adjustable gain (Peak mode).

16
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The AMBER3 PRE (and channel-strip version as 
well) features several PRE-AMPLIFIERS capable 
of providing great sonic quality, to bring warmth 
to your sounds, just like the corresponding real 
circuits.

Thanks to important developments to our latest 
CORE 13 tech, we have been able to emulate 
even more precisely the phase, harmonic dis-
tortion and frequency response of the original 
units.

Preamps included in AMBER3 PRE standalone 
(and relevant channel-strip plug-in):

1) A Modern American Stereo Pure Class A – 
Mic Preamplifier (Discrete, pure Class A Pre-
amp stage)
PRE1:  Stereo Pre - Mic IN-OUT

2) A Modern American Mono Pure Class A – 
Mic Preamplifier (Discrete, pure Class A Pre-
amp stage)
PRE2: Mono Pre – Mic IN-OUT 

3) A Modern American  Stereo, Pure Class A 
Opto-Compressor (Discrete, pure Class A Pre-
amp stage)
PRE3: Stereo Pre - Line IN-OUT

4) A Modern American  Mono, Pure Class A 
Opto-Compressor (Discrete, pure Class A Pre-
amp stage)
PRE4: Mono Pre - Line IN-OUT 

Filter: A variable Passive high-pass filter, pro-
vides a minimum phase shift design while elim-
inating low frequency rumble, wind noise and 
mechanical vibration at sub sonic frequencies. 
A variable filter from 30Hz to 180Hz, 6dB per 
octave. (Not included in Amber 3 Channel-strip)

12.2 Amber3 PRE - In Use
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12.2.1 PRE1

12.2.2 PRE2

Harmonic Distortion - PRE1 - INPUT (TRIM) Gain: +12 dB.

Harmonic Distortion - PRE2 - INPUT (TRIM) Gain: +12 dB.
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12.2.3 PRE3

12.2.4 PRE4

Harmonic Distortion - PRE3 - INPUT (TRIM) Gain: +12 dB.

Harmonic Distortion - PRE4 - INPUT (TRIM) Gain: +12 dB.
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AMBER3 COMP offers an accurate reproduc-
tion of an original Pure Class A opto-compres-
sor by a celebrated U.S.A. company. As with the 
original unit we preserved its typical character 
and sound peculiarities. It’s one of the most 
transparent, low noise optical-compressors 
available today in the software audio market, 
designed to optimize absolute signal integri-
ty and musical performance, it deserved to be 
sampled carefully to complete this sensational 
plugin suite.

This sampled dynamic processor (No VCAs 
incorporated) is characterized by Variable 
threshold, ratio, attack & release controls to 
provide a smooth, totally transparent, non-in-
vasive compression.
 
(For details about Amber3 Comp , please refer 
to Chapter 13.2) 

12.2 Amber3 COMP - In Use

Compression ratios ( from 1:1 to 20:1)



The Amber3 EQ plug-in includes several con-
trols and is amazingly intuitive to use.
Each feature of the Amber3 EQ interface is de-
tailed below.

• INPUT (TRIM): this function allows for a “one 
knob” internal gain staging control by automat-
ically linking input and output gain stages with 
an inverse law. The control sets the input lev-
el from -24dB to +24dB, and it is used to ad-
just the internal operational level of the plugin. 
Note that this is different from a standard in-
put gain control due to the linked output gain 
stage, which always ensures that whatever gain 
change is introduced at Amber’s input, the out-
put level is automatically compensated so that 
there’s no perceived level change.

Below we will describe in detail the AMBER3 
standalone plugins controls (obviously you will 
find these controls also in the channel-strip 
version 

apart from some exceptions EX: AMBER3 PRE 
FILTER not included in AMBER3 Channel-strip).

When a positive value is selected the signal en-
tering AMBER3 is brought up by the set amount 
in dB and the device will operate at a higher in-
ternal level. This will result in higher harmon-
ic distortion levels and stronger compression, 
negative values will result in lower internal op-
erational level.

OUTPUT: this knob is an output gain control 
ranging from -24dB to +24dB.

Frequency control:
Frequency control is steeped and each band 
provides a wide range of overlapping and in-
terleaving frequency choices.

13. Controls

13.1 Amber3 EQ

21



Available frequencies are:

Low band (18 Hz to 450 Hz): 
18 Hz, 25 Hz, 30 Hz, 50 Hz, 72 Hz, 100
Hz, 150 Hz, 215 Hz, 300 Hz and 450 Hz.
Low-mid band (35 Hz to 450 Hz): 
35 Hz, 45 Hz, 70 Hz, 90 Hz, 170 Hz,
200 Hz, 240 Hz and 450 Hz.
Low-mid band X10 (350 Hz to 4k5 Hz):
350 Hz, 450 Hz, 600 Hz, 900
Hz, 1k7 Hz, 2k Hz, 2k4 Hz and 4k5 Hz.
High-mid band (200 Hz to 2k3 Hz):
200 Hz, 220 Hz, 340 Hz, 440 Hz,
900 Hz, 1k1 Hz, 1k3 Hz and 2k3 Hz.
High-mid band X10 (1k6 Hz to 20k Hz): 
1k6 Hz, 2k Hz, 2k8 Hz, 4k Hz,
8k Hz, 9k Hz, 10k Hz and 20k Hz.
High band (1k5 Hz to 25k Hz):
1k5 Hz, 2k5 Hz, 3k5 Hz, 5k Hz, 7k2
Hz, 10k Hz, 12k5 Hz, 15k Hz, 20k Hz and 25k Hz 

• Width control
Width controls are available for LOW-HIGH mid 
bands and provide a similar “Q” control found 
in many parametric equalizers. Width controls 
range from a very narrow to wide bell. The wid-
er shape is fully counter-clockwise with a Q val-
ue around 0.3 and the narrower shape is fully 
clockwise with a Q value of around 3.

• Shine control: 
This knob allows you to gradually change the 
curve shape from SHELF to PEAK mode for LF 
and HF bands. The Morphing control aims to 
provide new features, possibilities and colors in 
ways impossible in the hardware domain. It’s a 
creative control, and amazingly intuitive to use.

• Gain control
Gain control provides boost and/or cut amount 
depending on which band you are applying it to. 
You have:
-an approx -16dB/+16dB cut/boost in high-mid 
and low-mid bands
-an approx -26dB/+26dB cut/boost in low-band 
(Shelving mode)
-an approx -21dB/+21dB cut/boost in low-band 
(Peak mode)
-an approx -24dB/+24dB cut/boost in high-
band (Shelving mode)
-and an approx -16dB/+16dB cut/boost in high-
band (Peak mode)

• Band power switches (IN)
Band power switches enable and disable each 
EQ band. You have to click on the IN button to 
enable and click again to disable it

• Bands frequency multiplier switches (X10)
Band frequency multipliers multiply the fre-
quency by ten times and allows you to choose a 
different interval of frequencies for low-mid and 
high-mid bands. When this button is pressed, 
frequency labels change and show the new set 
of frequencies available.

• Magic Eye Led/Button: 
This led/button enables the EQ preamp stage 
that closely emulates the phase, frequency re-
sponse and harmonic distortion of the original 
equalizer. It is the STEREO preamp emulation 
and it gives an essential contribution to the 
authenticity of the global tone color of this dy-
namic processor. This control also shows the 
input level of the plugin, the higher the input 
amount the more the light is intense.

22

NOTES:
Clicking on the controls while pressing 
“ctrl” on the computer keyboard, the 
control returns to the twelve o’clock 
position.
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• Preamps: this knob enables the preamp 
stage that closely emulates the phase, fre-
quency response and harmonic distortion of  
the original device.
  
Amber 3 PRE ( and channel-strip version) fea-
tures different pre-amplifiers, capable of add-
ing warmth to your sound.
 
• 1 (First knob step): preamp bypass, so it may 
be switched off if desired.
• 2 (Second knob step): this step enables the 
EQ preamp stage (STEREO)
• 3 (Third knob step): this step enables the EQ 
preamp stage (MONO)
• 4 (Fourth knob step): this step enables the 
COMP preamp stage (STEREO)
• 5 (Fifth knob step): this step enables the 
COMP preamp stage (MONO)
 
They give an essential contribution to the au-
thenticity of the global tone color of this dy-
namic processor.

• Input (Trim): this function allows for a “one 
knob” internal gain staging control by automat-
ically linking input and output gain stages with 
an inverse law. The control sets the input level 
from -24dB to +24dB, and it is used to adjust 
the internal operational level of the plugin. 

Note that this is different from a standard in-
put gain control due to the linked output gain 
stage, which always ensures that whatever 
gain change is introduced at Amber’s input, the 
output level is automatically compensated so 
that there’s no perceived level change.  When 
a positive value is selected the signal entering 
Amber3 is brought up by the set amount in dB 
and the device will operate at higher internal 
level.

This will result in higher harmonic distortion lev-
els and stronger compression, negative values 
will result in lower internal operational level. It is 
a good idea to reach for this control at the very 
start after loading Amber3. In this way you can 
ensure that you are hitting AMBER3 at a suita-
ble operating level, depending on the recorded 
source.

• Output: this knob is an output gain control 
ranging from -24dB to +24dB.

• Filter: The Amber3 Pre standalone plugin 
is equipped with a variable Passive high-pass 
filter knob tunable between 30 Hz and 185 Hz 
and has a slope of 6 dB per octave.
First knob step: bypasses the filter so it may be 
switched off if desired.

13.2 Amber3 PRE
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• Pre: this button enables a preamp stage 
that closely emulates the phase, frequency re-
sponse and harmonic distortion of the original 
compressor device. It’s the STEREO preamp 
emulation and it gives an essential contribution 
to the authenticity of the global tone color of 
this dynamic processor.

• Input (Trim): this function allows for a “one 
knob” internal gain staging control by automat-
ically linking input and output gain stages with 
an inverse law. The control sets the input lev-
el from -24dB to +24dB, and it is used to ad-
just the internal operational level of the plugin. 
Note that this is different from a standard in-
put gain control due to the linked output gain 
stage, which always ensures that whatever gain 
change is introduced at Amber3’s input, the 
output level is automatically compensated so 
that there’s no perceived level change.  When 
a positive value is selected the signal entering 
Amber3 is brought up by the set amount in dB 
and the device will operate at higher internal 
level. This will result in higher harmonic distor-
tion levels and stronger compression, negative 
values will result in lower internal operational 
level. It is a good idea to reach for this control at 
the very start after loading AMBER3. In this way 
you can ensure that you are hitting AMBER3 at 
a suitable operating level, depending on the re-
corded source.

• SHMOD: the original unit has a fixed attack 
time, not adjustable by the user. SHMOD al-
lows you to alter the shape of the attack en-
velope, allowing you to overcome this limitation 
by fine-tuning the attack behavior in order to 
adapt it to any audio source. Position 2 gives 
the original attack time of the modeled com-
pressor. Position 1 gives the fastest setting. 
Going from 1 down to 0, a further look-ahead 
function is enabled. The range/amount of look-
ahead goes from 0 to 4 milliseconds. Values 
above 2 will slow down the attack time.

• Make Up: This is the classic compressor 
make-up gain control (It ranges from 0dB to 
24dB). It allows for the compressed signal to 
be boosted so that it is level matched to the 
uncompressed signal. This allows for an easi-
er comparison between the two signals and a 
better judgment on the compressor’s action.

• Threshold: this control sets the threshold 
of the compressor. It ranges from -20dB to 
+20dB.

• Mix: controls the mix proportion between the 
original (dry) and ‘effected’ (wet) signals. In oth-
er words, it determines the balance between 
the compressed and uncompressed signal. 
Range: 0% to 100%.

13.3 Amber3 COMP



• Ratio: This knob sets the compression ra-
tio. Ratio settings on the Amber 3 Comp ( and 
channel-strip version) have 5 fixed values from 
1.1 to 20.1.

• Attack: This knob sets the compressor’s at-
tack time variable between 0.5 ms to 150 ms.

• Release: This knob sets the compressor’s 
release time. Release times range from 80 ms 
to 5 seconds.

• SC Button: this button engages the external 
side-chain of the compressor.

• Filter: this High pass side-chain filter is a 
very gentle 1-pole filter, and will typically be 
down 3dB at 100Hz, and 6dB at 50Hz. As you 
decrease the frequency, the amount of limiting 
will also decrease.

• Gain Reduction Meter: the GAIN REDUC-
TION METER measures the gain reduction level 
applied by the compressor. The meter  indicates 
‘0’ in the absence of an input signal or any gain 
reduction. If the signal exceeds the compres-
sion threshold or limit level, the amount of gain 
reduction is displayed.
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Product registration is automatic after you pur-
chase a product in our web-shop and your 
newly purchased product will be available to 
download using our brand new assistant appli-
cation called Aquarius.

Product authorization and de-authorization 
is an on-line automatic process that creates 
a product license based on your computer’s 
identification code.

This procedure is automatically guaranteed by 
our brand new application, Aquarius. Its pur-
pose is to simplify and automate the authori-
zation, installation and uninstallation process 
of your purchased Acustica products (ACQUA 
plug-ins etc.).

Acustica Audio is a trademark of Acusticaudio 
s.r.l. 
Via Tortini, 9 
26900 - Lodi (LO) - Italy 
www.acustica-audio.com

For details about installation/authorization 
please refer to Aquarius user’s manual in the 
website.

For details about registration please refer to 
Aquarius user’s manual in the website.
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14. Product Registration

15. Product Authorization

16. References

RECOMMENDATION:
We recommend to always update 
Aquarius to the latest version availa-
ble, in case of authorization problems 
with an  Acqua plugin, we recommend 
to proceed with a product uninstall 
and re-install through Aquarius app.
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All content included in this document, such as 
texts, graphics, logos, button icons, images, 
sounds, videos, digital downloads, data com-
pilations, and software, is the exclusive prop-
erty of Acusticaudio s.r.l. or its content suppli-
ers, and is protected by international copyright 
laws.

• Acustica Audio is a trademark of Acusticaudio S.R.L.
• Nebula is a trademark of Acusticaudio S.R.L.
• Nebula Server is a trademark of Acusticaudio S.R.L.
• Aqua Engine is a trademark of Acusticaudio S.R.L.
• Native Application Tools is a trademark of Acusticaudio S.R.L.
• Virtual Studio Technology is a trademark of Steinberg.
• Audio Units is a trademark of Apple Inc.
• Real Time Audio Suite is a trademark of Avid Technology Inc.
• AAX is a trademark of Avid Technology Inc.
• NVidia is a trademark of NVIDIA Corporation.
• Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
• Mac OS X is a trademark of Apple Inc.
• Compute Unified Device Architecture is a trademark of NVIDIA Corporation.
• Streaming SIMD Extensions is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
• Integrated Performance Primitives is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
• Prism Sound is a trademark of Prism Sound Ltd.
• Steinberg is a trademark of Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH - All rights reserved.
• Pro Tools ® is a trademark of Avid Technology, Inc.
• Live is a trademark Ableton, Music software and hardware company.
• FL Studio is a trademark of Image-Line Software nv.
• Logic Pro is a trademark of Apple Inc.
• Reaper is a trademark of Propellerhead Software
• Sonar is a trademark of BandLab Technologies
• Nuendo is a trademark of Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH - All rights reserved.
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Season 1

Traveling back in time from 2019 to 2014, Enrique Cole 
asks programmer Frank Railly for help in order to find the 
missing elements and the bugs of Amber, a powerful pl-
ugin by Acustica Audio.

47m

43m

49m

44m

44m

Stuck in a temporal loop, Enrique must exit the alterna-
tive reality of 2019 and join with Chiara Jennifer to prevent 
Frank Railly from going mad and restore the timeline.

Giancarlo Jones is convinced that the connection with 
the 12 Core Army is to be found in the Nebula engine and 
sends Enrique Cole to investigate.

Enrique is still MIA, Giancarlo and Italo, demoralised, plan 
to obtain a new Acqua Core with which to power the new 
products. Frank looks for Enrique in 2014.

Giancarlo and Italo disagree on the best way to carry out 
the sampling process. Enrique returns to 2014 in search 
of the hardware machine that led to the creation of Amber.

1. Fragmentation

2. The Plugins Engine

3. Red Forest

4. Yesterday

5. Divine Move



Season 2

In the city of La Spezia of 2005, incredible events take 
place. Friends become foes and someone seems to tri-
umph, ensuring the spread of third-party Nebula libraries.

47m

43m

49m

44m

44m

A new time traveler enters the scene - Frank Railly.

Enrique ends up in 2014 without his NAT and sampling ap-
plications, it is up to Frank and a young Giancarlo to find a 
solution to bring Enrique back to 2019.

Enrique and Italo fix things, while the Army of 12 Cores fol-
lows them. In 2019, Andy, aka ‘The Messiah’ takes control 
of Acustica Audio.

Enrique and Frank face Chiara, trying to spread invoices of 
incomplete products. The consequences of their actions 
cause new problems in 2019.

6. Shonin

7. Paradox

8. These arms of mine

1. Year of the New Core

2. Invoice



In 2016, Frank and Chiara are looking for a company who 
can build a new website. Meanwhile, in 2019 the conflict 
between Enrique, Italo and the Messiah reaches a critical 
point.

47m

43m

49m

44m

44m

In 2016 Chiara recruits mercenaries to destroy the new 
cores and prevent the introduction of new invoicing meth-
ods. In 2019 Frank and Italo look for the social media where 
the infamous ‘Witness’ publishes his bad reviews.

Realising that changing the past is way more dangerous 
than the bugs introduced, Giancarlo sends Frank on a mis-
sion to avert the birth of Acustica Audio.

2019 becomes increasingly unstable. Giancarlo sends 
the team to Parma in search of an important scientist from 
2003, but Frank and Italo leave for a mission of their own.

Frank and Enrique’s mission to stop the 12kHz anomaly in 
2014 takes a bad turn. Italo’s attempt to find the Youtuber 
is not going well.

3. Masses of code

4. Lullaby

5. Hyena

6. Motherland

7. Bugs washed away



Just when Enrique and Frank seem to have found their own 
dimension in the past, an unforeseen event drags them on 
a hunt to eliminate the last few dissidents on Gearslutz.

47m
8. Remembrance of Tomorrow

Season 3

A Youtuber publishes some bad reviews and attacks Acus-
tica Audio. Out of energy, Frank proposes to steal the code 
from a competing company.

47m

43m

49m

44m

Giancarlo sends Frank in 2018 again with the aim of stop-
ping ‘the Witness’ of Snake Oil.

In 2018, the 2019 Frank, Enrique and Giancarlo infiltrate 
into Acustica trying not to interfere with their past to release 
an update of Amber.

In 2019, Giancarlo’s team tries to decipher Chiara’s last 
non-digital invoice. It turns out to be a document with the 
whole plan of releases for 2019.

1. The End

2. Ouroboros

3. The Witness

4. One more minute



Enrique stops Italo’s installers when he realises that they 
can jeopardise Frank’s whole work.

47m

43m

49m

55m

Enrique rescues Chiara from evil refund request emails, but 
when she returns to 2019, she realises that the program that 
should automate everything still needs months of coding. 
The group discovers the Steve Fromnow’s invention of au-
tomating sampling could speed up the operations.

The team realise that they need to load a program into the 
compiler to delete Enrique’s work completely.
The solution is to eliminate all samples from each timeline. 
This leads to the elimination of Amber2, as well as Amber 
EQ.

A massive battle is inevitable between Giancarlo’s team 
and Gearslutz’s army. Frank fights against the treacherous 
‘Snake Oil’ and sends him back in time, to inspire the birth 
of new cores. Everyone is finally back to their respective 
timelines. Frank returns to simple xml scripting, Chiara 
goes back to regular invoicing like it was 2015, and Gi-
ancarlo goes to sleep forever under the eyes of Enrique, 
who erases all his samples. The world returns to be a place 
without bugs and without Amber.
Enrique discovers that the samples had actually been 
saved by Giancarlo. Time owes Enrique a favour and re-
turns all the work done. Enrique returns to Frank with a new 
version of Amber3, this time with perfectly synchronised 
samples. The two are finally reunited and Enrique can final-
ly go back to responding to tickets while Frank can release 
a few fixes requested by Acustica’s numerous users.

5. After

6. Legacy

7. The beginning

Finale




